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JKX: ‘We have rebuilt the company’
The management of Ukraine-focussed independent JKX has big plans for the 
company, but high taxes and shareholder unrest present serious challenges. Chief 
executive Tom Reed spoke to Argus recently about JKX’s strategy and the operat-
ing environment in Ukraine. Edited highlights follow:

The company’s management team has been in place since early 2016. What 
has been achieved in that period?
We have completely rebuilt JKX from a technical point of view over the past year. 
We took primary data, geological and physical data [for the Novo-Nikolaevskoye 
licence area, JKX’s main producing asset] to Texas and had it examined as if this 
field was in North America. 

The results were very encouraging and we have acted on those results with 
enhancements and preparatory work for an upcoming hydraulic fracturing pro-
gramme. In the first 15 months of our management, we have reduced a natural 
output decline rate of 15pc/yr at Novo-Nikolaevskoye to zero, with no drilling. 

What we are doing is broken into three stages. First, enhancement, stabilisa-
tion and assessment, followed by hydraulic fracturing and stimulation of existing 
oil reservoirs, and then drilling and development of the Rudenkovskoye field. We 
have completed phase one and it is working well. We are entering the second 
phase right now with oil field service company Schlumberger. The size and tech-
nical requirement of the hydraulic fracturing programme is unprecedented in this 
part of the world. 

But JKX’s largest shareholder — Eclairs Group, with a 27.47pc stake — appears 
to want to remove the current management team?
We do not know of any other plan that would work better or deliver more value 
to this company’s shareholders. And we do not see how we could have executed 
our plans any more quickly and responsibly than we have. We are doing that in 
a unique way for Ukraine and we hope and trust that the shareholders recognise 
that. But we will respect the shareholders’ rights, we will let them vote and exer-
cise their rights and if they choose to do something different then so will we. It is 
not our company and we recognise that.

Subsoil tax is a big issue for gas producers in Ukraine. Is there any chance 
that the changes you want will materialise this year? If nothing happens, what 
will it mean for JKX?
We have invested relatively little in our enhancement phase in Ukraine and the 
returns were huge. We generated about 1,000 b/d of incremental production by 
April from enhancements completed since the start of 2016 that mostly arrested 
decline. Those enhancements cost $1.5mn and added about $7mn of free cash 
flow in about one year, and they continue to produce. The returns on these en-
hancements are huge and profitable even at a 29pc subsoil tax rate. 

Hydraulic fracturing is riskier, because it costs more — around $2mn a well.  
But those economics are also compelling, hydraulic fracturing is usually the most 
profitable thing you can do with a well. 

Where we run into an existential question for JKX’s development is on drilling. 
It is much more expensive, a bigger capital commitment and takes longer. The 
geological risk is greater. We can do the enhancement, the fracturing pilots and 
appraisals in today’s tax environment, but the drilling programme is less certain 
with a 29pc rate. Under current models we can start drilling with some sweet 
spots, but would have to stop before full field development. 
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Can you describe where you are in the tax cases currently open with the 
Ukrainian government?
Our tax case was a dispute over JKX’s licence conditions and temporary measures 
imposed by Ukraine [in 2014, because of the conflict in the east of the country]. 
That case was launched by the company’s previous management and we inherited 
it. But it was our obligation to the JKX shareholders to continue the process and 
try to collect that money, and we did. We have a decision in our favour for $12mn 
from the arbitration hearing in The Hague. And there remain several individual 
cases in Ukraine that add up to about $32mn.

We have approached the government many times, informally and formally, to 
reach a settlement. And we have approached the prime minister’s office formally 
to settle the issue. If we can crystallise that financial situation, it would give cer-
tainty to JKX investors — it would be good for both sides. We have not been able 
to execute that yet, but we are in the process and we are optimistic.

How big a problem for you is the new pipeline entry fee charged on domestic 
gas output entering the Ukrainian system?
It effectively makes an already high royalty charge of 29pc on production into a 
34pc royalty. It is not constructive. 

How do you see prospects for the development of gas trading in Ukraine?
That is an area where Ukraine has taken big and positive steps forward. Equalis-
ing the price of gas for all consumers — industrial, household and infrastructure 
operators — was a big move and very painful politically. I have a lot of respect for 
the will it took to make that change, which has reduced corruption and improved 
pricing. Now that this big step has been made, lots of smaller steps must be taken 
to realise it in practice. Some of the storage requirements, some of the documen-
tary requirements, credit in terms of getting paid on time — these are smaller, 
more commercial obstacles that remain and they are being worked on too. The 
government is doing a great job of building and liberalising the gas market. We 
would like to sell gas to consumers at some point. That would make sense for us.

What is needed to develop Ukraine’s oil and gas industry?
We would like to see more leadership from [state-owned] Naftogaz on the techni-
cal side. It could bring a world-class service industry to Ukraine and grow produc-
tion technically, not legislatively. The whole market would benefit from that. We 
have examples, particularly in the US, of a completely different way to develop 
oil and gas assets that has worked for a country that was in deep decline. Ukraine 
has an opportunity to do the same thing. If Naftogaz’s goal and priority is raising 
output — not to 20bn m³/yr, but to 30bn or even 40bn m³/yr, which is technically 
possible if Naftogaz replicates what has been achieved in the US — then prices go 
down because there is oversupply and Ukraine ends up exporting gas to Europe. 

Are there development plans for your Russian assets?
Our Russian subsidiary is a very interesting asset, but the problem is that it does 
not have the same economics as Ukraine. The price of gas in Ukraine is about 
$220/000m³, while in Russia it is about $50/000m³, so it is just not comparable. 
The key in Russia is drilling a deep, high-pressure, high-temperature well, but 
that would add up to a cost of around $20mn-25mn. For the economics to work 
we need that to be a $10mn a well. This is achievable, but will take a lot more 
work. The problem is time and so far we have chosen to allocate our resources to 
Ukraine because the economics are better.


